We list here links to other poverty and inequality organizations.

**General and International Poverty Sites**

- [U.S. Census - Poverty][2]
- [ONE Campaign to make Poverty History][3]
- [Poverty.com][4]
- [CARE Poverty Campaign][5]

**Links for Donors**

- [59 Smartest Nonprofit Organizations Online][6]
- [Charitynavigator][7] Donor guide to nonprofits
- [Give.org][8] Information and reports on charities from the Better Business Bureau.
- [Giving Wisely][9] Hints for effective giving.
- [Giving to Charities][10] Tips and resources related to giving, for individuals, corporations, non-profits.
- [International Donors][12] Grantmakers Without Borders - global social change philanthropy.
- [Just Give][13] connects people with the charities and causes they care about to increase overall giving.
- [Network for Good][14] Charitable website providing users with donation and volunteering resources.
- [Guidestar][15] Donor guide to nonprofits

**Other University Websites on Poverty and Inequality**

- [The Center on Urban Poverty and Community Development][16] - Case Western Reserve University
- [Institute on Poverty and Deprivation][17] - Clemson University
- [Center for Poverty Studies][18] - Cleveland State University
- [Earth Institute][19] and [NCCP][20] - Columbia University
- [Center for the Study of Inequality][21] - Cornell University
- [Center on Diversity and Inequality Research][22] - East Carolina University
- [Beck Institute for Religion and Poverty][23] - Fordham University
- [Multidisciplinary Program in Inequality and Social Policy][24] - Harvard University's Kennedy School
- [Gillis Long Poverty Law Center][25] - Loyola University New Orleans College of Law
- [Institute for Policy Research: Poverty, Race, and Inequality Program][26] - Northwestern University
- [The Center for the Study of Poverty and Student Achievement][27] - Pittsburg State University
• Institute for International and Regional Studies: Global Network on Inequality [28] - Princeton University
• The Poverty Institute [29] - Rhode Island College
• Blum Center for Developing Economies [30] - UC Berkeley
• Center for the Study of Urban Poverty [31] - UCLA
• Center for Poverty Research [32] - University of Kentucky
• National Poverty Center [33] - University of Michigan
• Institute on Race and Poverty [34] - University of Minnesota
• Institute for Research on Poverty [35] - University of Wisconsin-Madison
• Center on Poverty, Work, and Opportunity [36] - UNC School of Law
• West Coast Poverty Center [37] - University of Washington
• Center for the Study of Race, Inequality, and Politics [38] - Yale University

Thanks to the Noun Project [39] creators for use of their icons: Stephen Plaster [40], Agus Purwanto [41], Kristen Gee [42], Gareth [43], Saman Bemel-Benrud [44], hunotika [45].
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[3] http://action.one.org/blog/comments.jsp?key=1&amp;blog_entry_KEY=405&amp;t=